
Parts of Speech 

Verb 
A verb describes an action 
 or a state of being. 
 
 
  ACTION     STATE OF BEING 
       run                         am 
      jump                        are 
       walk                       was 
        
     
 



Parts of Speech 

Noun 
A noun is a person, 
place, or thing. 
 
Person        Place        Thing 
  boy           school          dog 
  girl            home          cat 
 teacher        park           hat 
 
        
     
 



Parts of Speech 

Pronoun 
 
        
     
 

A pronoun takes the place of  
a noun, or it may replace a 
person’s name. 
 

         I          he           she 
        it          we          they 
        me        us           you 



Parts of Speech 

Article 
 
        
     
 

An article comes before a 
noun in  a sentence and is a 
special kind of adjective. 
 

         A             *An          The 
   A boy        An ant      The cat 
   A car        An owl       The box 
 

* Use an when the noun begins with a 
vowel. 
                      



Parts of Speech 

Adjective 
 
        
     
 

An adjective describes a noun 
or pronoun.  An adjective also 
says what kind, how many, or 
which one. 
 

       happy        more        this 
    purple        four        that 
    strong        few         these 



Parts of Speech 

Adverb 
 
        
     
 

An adverb tells how, when, 
where, or to what extent 
 
         

     How?             When? 
       perfectly              yesterday 
 

    Where?         What Extent? 
        there                  completely    
   
 
 
 



Parts of Speech 

Preposition 
 
        
     
 

A preposition is used with a noun 
or pronoun to form a phrase. 
 
 

         At:                 By: 
           at home                by the lake 
 

            From:               With: 
         from there                with me 



Parts of Speech 

Conjunction 
 
        
     
 

A conjunction joins words 
and groups of words together 
within a sentence. 
 

  AND         BUT            OR 
 
 NOR       EITHER      EXCEPT 



Parts of Speech 

Interjection 
 
        
     
 

An interjection is a strong feeling 
or reaction. 
 

    Oh!         Wow!          Yeah! 
 
  Hey !      Uh-oh!       Oh No! 
                   
               Oh my! 



Thank you so much for downloading one of my 
digital items!  I appreciate your business and will be 
happy to respond to any questions, concerns, or 
comments you may have regarding this activity. 
You can email me at 
aseriesof3rdgradeevents@yahoo.com 
Please allow 48 hours for a response (I will try to 
answer sooner if possible). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more free teaching printables and other teacher 
related materials, visit my blog at 
http://aseriesof3rdgradeevents.blogspot.com/ 
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